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Abstract
This study is conducted to find out correlation between released groundwater volume and groundwater level and
salinity degradation as well as to find effective infiltration holes formation for groundwater augmentation. It
belongs to field experimental research. This study concludes some concerns, they are: (1) Groundwater condition
in farm land of coastal area in Takalar Regency has undergone salinization and groundwater salinity escalation in
every groundwater release is very high. Groundwater release volume is directly proportional to groundwater
salinity escalation with relatively high rate on its escalation gradient; (2) Total degradation of groundwater level
in coastal farm land ranges from 14 to 15 cm, and it is relatively low compared to total occurred degradation of
groundwater level in observed inner land in early year (ranging from 100 to 150 cm); (3) Number of infiltration
hole significantly affects escalation volume of augmentation and groundwater salinity rate degradation.
Keywords: groundwater, infiltration hole, groundwater irrigation, augmentation, salinity
1. Introduction
Groundwater is one of important wellsprings for organism. It is stored in soil layer that is known as aquifer.
Aquifer can be found in coastal area, mountainside, valley of inter-mountains, alluvial plain or in karts
topographic plain (Voudouris, et al., 2005; Holtz & Kovacs, 1981). Groundwater utilization should take
groundwater conservation factor into account either its quality or quantity (Jumikis A. R., 1969).
Majority residents of Takalar Regency are farmer, and since 1980, they have utilized groundwater for
agricultural irrigation purposes (Statistical of Takalar Regency, 2009). Impact of groundwater exploitation
carried out by farmer in coastal area has significantly downgraded groundwater quality. Direct threat as the
impact of long-term and mass groundwater utilization affects the occurrence of groundwater degradation which
creates a cavity space inside of this vulnerable soil layer from saline water of the sea. This condition will raise
groundwater salinity and disrupt soil and surface ecosystem balance (Abrol, I. P., 1988)
Problem on contradictory interests between the needs of environmental conservation and ecosystem balance with
the farmer's needs to irrigate farm land should be solved. Farmers' needs for water is an absolute to ensure their
viability.
Thus, it is impossible to prohibit them to pump groundwater. In the other hand, ecosystem balance should be
maintained to ensure land use viability and environmental conservation (Redwood, 2007; ILRI., 1989).
These two matters are similarly absolute in the context of current and future needs as an effort to grant qualified
nature and environment to future generations. Therefore, it needs constructive and applicative problem solving
which can be implemented by society independently.
Groundwater augmentation had been conducted through well system, composter or biopore infiltration. Related
to this study, it uses infiltration system known as "infiltration hole" under consideration that: (1) Hole system
infiltration does not alleviate arable land area, such as in infiltration well use; (2) Hole system infiltration has a
greater water holding capacity than composter infiltration; (3) Hole system infiltration has a deeper penetration
compared to biopore infiltration (Richards, 2010; Scanlon, Healy, & Cook, 2002; Vries & Simmers, 2002).
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2. Researcch Method
2.1 Researrch Design
Research ddesign in this study applies field experimeental research by means of iinferential reseearch. This stu
udy is
directly coonducted in thhe field whichh is preceded bby observationn on farmer's exploited well either toward
d the
change of groundwater level
l
or its saliinity.
o farmer's expploited well ass the object off the study is bbased on researrch purpose, th
hat is
Furthermoore, selection on
looking fo
for effective infiltration
i
hoole formation in order to reinstate grooundwater levvel and to re
eform
groundwatter quality whiich was intrudded by sea watter. Then, conffiguration on innfiltration welll formation will be
made baseed on the exiisting soil layyer condition and consistenncy (Wang, 2008) researchh variables will be
executed.T
There are 3 forrmations of thee observed infiiltration hole inn this study. Thhey are illustraated as followss:

Figuure 1. Three forrmations of inffiltration hole
wever,
Based on this research hypothesis, thhat the more innfiltration holes, the more ooptimal augmeentation. How
according to the use in farmer's
f
level, if the amountt of infiltrationn hole is more than 12 holes,, it is considered as
inefficient compared to potential
p
of their harvest. Heence, initial phhase in this stuudy is by limitiing infiltration
n hole
up to 12 hholes under exppectation that this method w
will be appliedd by farmers w
who use grounddwater irrigatio
on as
arranged bby local governnment regulation in Takalar R
Regency.
2.2 Data C
Collection
Observatioon and variablee measuremennt in this study is conducted bbased on standdard indicators, they are:
Object sellection on farrmer's exploiteed well; it is conducted baased on the ddaily existing groundwater level
compared to groundwateer level in the lland where thee groundwater had not been eexploited.
Object sellection on grooundwaters' saalinity test in coastal area iis based on ddaily groundw
water salinity under
u
salinity ratte above 0.5 pppt (brackish water).
Observatioon on groundw
water level elevvation, capacitty of groundwaater exploitatioon, recovery tiime of groundw
water
level and salinity are coonducted in evvery occurred conditional chhanges either oof given treatm
ment (pumping) or
seasonal condition (rain)).
Those excclusive criterioon above will become operaational guideliines for obserrvation and daata sampling in
n the
field (Tahheri, Fryar, & Akbari, 20077; Bouwer, 20002), besides it will accom
mmodate the occurred inclu
usive
criterion inn every observvation phases inn the field.
2.3 Data P
Processing
Obtained ddata from obseervation will bbe deductively and comparatiively processeed in order to ggain informatio
on on
the effectiiveness of every built infilltration well cconfiguration either for soiil cavity restoocking to rein
nstate
groundwatter level elevvation or for sea water supppression from
m the intrudeed layer Van Duijvenbode SW,
Olsthoorn TN (2002).
Data of observation ressult which is obtained from
m all research variables willl be numericaally processed
d and
graphicallyy illustrated. Based
B
on this process, entirre existed treattment effects and changes iin the field wiill be
observablee.
2.4 Data A
Analysis
To determ
mine effectiveness of each innfiltration well configurationn types, there w
will be inferenntial analysis either
e
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for its effe
fectiveness vallue toward grooundwater levvel recovery oor its groundw
water salinity rrecovery that were
intruded byy sea water.
Such selecction on data analysis
a
methood aims to gainn comparativee illustration frrom the wholee observed wells in
order to coompatibly obseerve all of the existing phenoomena as well as to help draw
wing conclusioon.
3. Researcch Results
In a broadd outline, obseervation resultts can be dividded into two pparts, they aree: (1) Data off groundwater level
change; it indicate grouundwater degraadation and grroundwater saalinity escalatioon in consequuence of condu
ucted
pumping ((extrication) during
d
dry seaason. (2) Dataa of groundwaater level escaalation and grroundwater sallinity
degradatioon in consequeence of occurrred augmentatiion during rainny season by observing 3 w
wells with diffferent
amount off infiltration hoole.
Obtained rresult from obsservation durinng groundwateer release and dduring augmenntation are presented below:
3.1 Observvation Result on
o Groundwateer Release
By the tim
me of groundwaater release, thhe most interessting phenomenna to be observ
rved are; relatioonship between the
released grroundwater voolume and grouundwater levell degradation aand relationship between relleased groundw
water
volume annd groundwaterr salinity escallation. Those rrelationships caan be seen in tthe following F
Figures:

Figgure 2. Relatioonship betweenn Groundwaterr
Volum
me vs. Grounddwater Level D
Degradation
(Pakkabba-1: 12-infiltrationn wells)

Figure 3. Relaationship betweeen Groundwa
ater
Volume vs. Grouundwater Level Degradation
(Pakkabba--2: 8-infiltratioon wells)

Figure 4. Relationship between
b
Grounndwater Volum
me
vs. Grouundwater Leveel Degradationn (Pakkabba-3::
4-infilttration wells)

ater
Figuree 5. Relationshhip between Tootal Groundwa
Volum
me vs. Total Grroundwater Leevel Degradation
(33-Locations)
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Figure 6. Relationship between
b
Grounndwater Volum
me
vs. Grouundwater Saliniity Degradatioon (Pakkabba-11:
12-infilltration wells)

ume
Figure 7. Relationshipp between Grooundwater Volu
vs. Grooundwater Salinity Degradattion (Pakkabba
a-2:
8-inffiltration wellss)

Figure 8. Relationship between
b
Grounndwater Volum
me
vs. Grouundwater Saliniity Degradatioon (Pakkabba-33:
4-infilttration wells)

ater
Figuree 9. Relationshhip between Tootal Groundwa
Dischange vs. Total Saalinity Degradaation (3-Locattions)

3.2 Data oon Observed Groundwater
G
Augmentation
When the rain comes, groundwater augmentation occurs and tthe most interresting data too be observed
d are
relationshiip between rainnfall and grounndwater level escalation andd relationship bbetween rainfaall and groundw
water
salinity deegradation in thhe observed w
well. From the 3 research sitees in this studyy, those relatioonships can be seen
in the folloowing illustrated graphics:

Figure 10. Relationship between Rainnfall Intensity vvs)
Groundwaater Level (Pakkkabba-1: 12-iinfiltration weells

y vs.
Figure 111. Relationship between Raainfall Intensity
Grounddwater Level (P
Pakkabba-2: 8-infiltration wells)
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Figure 12. Relationship between Rainnfall Intensity vvs.
Grounddwater Level (Pakkabba-3:: 4-infiltration
wells)

Figgure 13. Relatiionship betweeen Number of
Infiltration Well vs. Groundwater Level Escalatiion
(33-Locations)

Figurre 14. Relationnship between Rainfall vs.
Grounddwater Salinityy Degradation (Pakkabba-1:
12-infilltration wells)

Figgure 15. Relationship betweeen Rainfall vs.
Grouundwater Salinnity Degradatioon (Pakkabba-2
2:
8-inffiltration wellss)

Figurre 16. Relationnship between Rainfall vs.
Grounddwater Salinityy Degradation (Pakkabba-3:
4-infilttration wells)

Figure 17. Relationshiip between Number of infiltrration
W
Well vs Groundw
water Salinity Degradation
(3-locations)

4. Discusssion
4.1 Relatioonship betweenn Groundwater Release Voluume and Grounndwater Level Degradation
Figure 2, 3 and 4 show correlation beetween grounddwater volumee release and ggroundwater leevel degradatio
on in
these threee observed wellls. There are ssome interestinng phenomena to be observed and to be disscussed, they are:
a
1)

For aan area withinn a radius of 660 m, groundw
water level is influenced byy groundwater release proce
ess in
conseequence of expploited well. IIt can be seen from those thhree controlledd wells with a distance of 50, 55
and 60 m from the
t
observed well. All of them had grroundwater leevel degradatiion when eac
ch of
grounndwater pumping is executedd.
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Degradation rate of groundwater level in consequence of coastal pumping is relatively lower that
degradation rate occurred in inner land area.
Other than the phenomenon, another phenomenon is found that recovery time of groundwater level after
groundwater release in those three observed wells is relatively fast. It indicates that soil layer of
groundwater basin zone in coastal area of Takalar has relatively high permeability and it tends to be similar
in the three observed wells.

Another phenomenon is seen in Figure 5 that the greater amount of released groundwater from soil layer, the
greater degradation rate of occurred groundwater level.
4.2 Relationship between Released Groundwater Volume and Groundwater Level Escalation
Based on Figure 6, 7 and 8, it can be seen various phenomena on groundwater salinity at research sites, they are:
1)

Groundwater at the observed location have faced salinization and sea water intrusion. It is seen from the
initial measurement before groundwater release process that groundwater salinity at those three observed
wells have exceeded 0.5 ppt. It means that groundwater salinity in this location have been included in
brackish water category.

2)

Groundwater salinity escalation occurs when every groundwater release occurs. This phenomenon indicates
serious condition. If groundwater exploitation is still being continued without any augmentation effort, it is
not only groundwater level degradation which will be occurred, but also substantial problem, i.e.,
groundwater quality and soil layer degradation.

The other stand-out phenomenon in Figure 9 shows that the greater volume of released groundwater from soil
layer, the higher escalation of groundwater salinity.
4.3 Relationship between Rainfall and Groundwater Level Escalation
Other than relationship between rainfall intensity and significant escalation of groundwater level, there are some
obvious phenomena in Figure 10, 11, and 12 as follows:
1)

Similar phenomena which was seen in inner land also occurs in coastal area. This is seen in early rainy
season when rainfall intensity is low, groundwater level degradation occurs either in the observed well and
controlled well. It is caused by ran off surface water which is gradually infiltrated to fenduler zone,
funikuler zone and even to capillary zone. If it occurs, it will engender high temperature in surface area and
low pressure on upper soil layer, thus capillary pressure in aquifer will raise. As the consequence, some of
groundwater in aquifer (saturation zone) will be pulled up to the upper layer.

2)

When augmentation occurs, groundwater level escalation in observed well is faster than groundwater level
escalation in controlled well. It occurs because the influence of installed infiltration hole surrounding
observed well affects to groundwater augmentation acceleration.

Other than these two phenomena above, Figure 13 shows an indication that greater number of built up
infiltration hole surrounding observed well, there will a greater escalation of groundwater level.
4.4 Relationship between Rainfall and Groundwater Salinity Degradation
Figure 14, 15 and 16 show relationship between rainfall intensity and significant groundwater salinity
degradation. It is also seen some other phenomena as follows:
During low rainfall intensity, there is no effect toward groundwater salinity change and it seems that only high
rainfall intensity and rainfall frequency which give a significant effect to groundwater salinity degradation.
1)

For augmentation of the observed well with infiltration hole, it seems that there is a faster groundwater
salinity degradation compared to the controlled well. It occurs because volume of the infiltrated water in
observed well is greater than volume of infiltrated water in controlled well, thus neutralization process of
salinity in groundwater of well is faster.

Other than these two phenomena above, Figure 17 also shows an indication that the greater the constructed
infiltration hole surrounding observed well, the greater degradation of groundwater salinity.
4.5 Discussion on the Influence of Irrigation Pump toward Groundwater Level Degradation and Groundwater
Salinity
Illustration as shown in Figure 5 shows relationship between total volume of groundwater release and total
degradation of groundwater level in form of linear relationship. It occurs when soil layer in these three research
sites are relatively similar; they are in granular soil layer (silty sand).
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Other illustrations also show that during the release process of groundwater in coastal area, total of groundwater
degradation is relatively lower than degradation in inner land area. It occurs when coastal area is relatively close
to interface zone, then soil cavity restocking process from sea water becomes easier (intrusion process). Based
on observation in the field, the phenomenon causing accelerated escalation of groundwater salinity after
pumping process on exploited well is quite fast.
Observable phenomenon based on observation toward groundwater salinity change in consequence of
groundwater release at research sites indicates that there are salinization process in groundwater caused by sea
water intrusion into coastal zone. This is a direct impact of groundwater exploitation for the needs of pulses and
rice plant irrigation in the area which have taken place since early 1980s up to now. Exceeded groundwater
salinity of 0.5 ppt becomes an indication for local community and government to immediately save groundwater
resources through self-made augmentation system. With no augmentation, farm land degradation in this area will
be worse, and at last, farmer's potential farm land will be unable to defend their farm business.
4.6 Effectiveness of Infiltration Hole Number toward Groundwater Augmentation and Salinity Recovery
Relationship between infiltration holes number and groundwater level escalation shows linear relation (Figure
13). Uniformity factors of soil gradation (silty sand) in the three observed points become causal factors of the
phenomena.
By global illustration above, what will be occurred in farm land of coastal area with granular soil layer is faster
recovery process either to groundwater level and groundwater salinity recovery in consequence of greater
amount of installed infiltration holes surrounding the exploited well.
5. Conclusion and Suggestion
5.1 Conclusion
1)

Groundwater condition at coastal farm land in Takalar Regency have faced salinization; groundwater
release volume is directly proportional to groundwater salinity escalation with relative high on its
upgrading gradient.

2)

Total degradation of groundwater level at coastal farm land is ranging from 14 to 15 cm. This rate is
relative low compared to occurred groundwater total degradation in inner land area (ranging from 100 to
150 cm). It occurs because sea water supplies soil cavity of inner land when every groundwater pumping is
executed in coastal area.

3)

Number of infiltration hole significantly affects to volume raise of augmentation and degradation rate of
groundwater salinity. In spite of those obvious indications in this study, researcher has not found the
optimum number of infiltration hole to recover groundwater level and salinity for coastal area in Takalar
due to cost and time limit.

5.2 Suggestion
Groundwater degradation in Takalar has lied in critical rate, thus there should be some conservation acts to
ensure groundwater sustainability in farm land of Takalar Regency. Here are some suggestions:
1)

It is expected that local government of Takalar Regency defines regulation on groundwater use in form of
regional regulation which arranges terms and duties which should be complied with by each farmers who
utilize groundwater irrigation.

2)

It needs follow up research with greater quantity of installed infiltration holes, thus it will be found the
optimum amount of infiltration well to supply groundwater as retained from rain water in this area.
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